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The statistics are mind numbing. In North America, 80 percent of
all small businesses started this year will be gone in five years. Of
the lucky 20 percent to have survived, another 80 percent will be
gone in ten years. That’s a whopping 96 percent failure rate over
ten years. 

Would you start a small business if you were told that you
have a 96 percent chance of failure?  Not many people would. But
every day, hundreds of people think they will beat the odds. They
may be former employees, students, housewives, or others who
have never had any business training but are sure that their prod-
uct or service is so fantastic, so completely unique, that they are
destined to succeed. 

These are the people who walk through the doors of my ac-
counting and consulting practice every day. They want to know
how to make a lot of money, how to leverage their businesses, how
to go public. I begin to talk to them about their plans for book-
keeping for the business (“Oh, my wife will sort all that out”),
what is in their business plan (“Oh, I’ll pull one of those together
if the bank is looking for one”), and what their break-even point is
(“We don’t have to worry about any of that; this product is going
to sell millions!”). They want to fly before they’ve learned to crawl.
They do not understand that business management is a separate
skill from doing whatever it is that their business does. For example,
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hairdressers think that because they are good at cutting hair, they
can own and manage a salon. Lawyers think that because they are
good at putting together a brief, they can run a ten-lawyer law
practice. 

Does it sound like I’m being hard on small business?  Not at all.
Small business is the engine of the world economy. Even Microsoft
and Ford started in someone’s basement or garage. However, peo-
ple all over the world have an idealized and unrealistic view of how
to operate a business, and most discount the importance of the ba-
sics. With the advent of bookkeeping software such as Simply Ac-
counting and QuickBooks, many entrepreneurs have come to believe
that these programs will magically do their bookkeeping for them.
Because these people lack basic accounting skills, they are unable
to analyze their business results and have no idea what’s working
and what’s not. It’s like driving a car in a foreign country where
they can’t understand what the road signs are telling them.

The Numbers 101 for Small Business Series
Over the years, my clients have asked me to recommend good
books on small-business management and accounting. I have al-
ways found it difficult to do so, as most books on the subject are ei-
ther dry textbooks or too general to be of any use. 

This problem was the genesis of the Numbers 101 for Small 
Business series of books. The series functions as an easy-to-
understand reference for small-business owners, and covers such
topics as bookkeeping, analyzing and tracking financial informa-
tion, as well as the complexities of starting, growing, and exiting a
business. The series is distilled from the workshops, radio broad-
casts, and one-to-one training sessions I have conducted in my ac-
counting firm over the years. You, the small-business owner, will
find within this series everything you need to base your business
on sound financial and management principles. Throughout the
series, you will meet Joe and his wife, Becky. Joe owns a small busi-
ness called (appropriately) Joe’s Plumbing. Becky does the back-
office work for the business: answering phones, invoicing,
bookkeeping, and banking. You will learn how Joe worked with
his accountant to strengthen his business and make it more prof-
itable and risk proof. You will find samples of financial documents
and other useful tools that you can customize to your business
needs. You will find more information and tools on our Web site:
<www.numbers101.com>. 

4 Bookkeepers’ boot camp: Get a grip on accounting basics

Joe gets up when the alarm goes off at
5:45 a.m. His once-tiny plumbing busi-
ness has grown substantially over the
last year, and Joe always feels as if he’s
in catch-up mode. He knows he has a
lot of work to do today. A presentation
will be made to a potential customer at
9:30 a.m., a meeting with his banker
has been set up for 11:00 a.m., he
must personally pick up a product 
from a supplier at 2:00 p.m., and at
3:30 p.m., he must deal with a cranky
customer who is not happy with the
quality of Joe’s work.

Joe makes his daily rounds after 
stopping at Starbucks for a double hit
of espresso. He telephones his wife,
Becky, from his cell phone to remind
her to pull the invoices to discuss with
the customer that afternoon. Becky
stays home and helps Joe run the busi-
ness. She answers the phone, does the
filing, and deals with the mountains of
paperwork that the business generates. 

At 6:00 p.m., when Joe has 
finished his rounds for the day, he pulls
the truck into his driveway, slings his
jacket over his shoulder, and checks in
with Becky. He tells his wife that the
banker wants to see financial state-
ments for the business to see if they are
making money. Neither Joe nor Becky
really knows if they are winning or los-
ing. Becky adds up all the receipts at
the end of the year for the income tax
returns. As she tells him about the
phone calls she received during the day
and the bank statement that appears
to be wrong, Joe digs through his
pants pockets and pulls out piles of
crumpled receipts: the day’s record
keeping. Becky tries to put them in
some semblance of order, wondering if
there’s a better way to track the busi-
ness results.

C A S E  S T U D Y
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Bookkeepers’ Boot Camp
Bookkeepers’ Boot Camp, the book you are reading now, is the first
book in the Numbers 101 for Small Business series. It deals with the
essentials of record keeping for a small business and will show you
why it’s necessary for you to track financial information. By the
end of this book, you will have a greater understanding of the pur-
pose and process of record keeping and a deeper understanding of
your business and how it works.

I wish you the best in your business. You have taken a signifi-
cant first step in understanding your business better. Drop me a
line at <angie@numbers101.com> and let me know how your busi-
ness is doing. I’d love to hear from you!

How to Use This Book
Bookkeepers’ Boot Camp is broken into three sections: 

1. The Basics
Chapters 2 through 7 start with the fundamentals of record keep-
ing. This section is a great place to start for those who are just be-
ginning to learn bookkeeping. It’s also a great refresher for those
who have been doing it for a while. You will learn the basic meth-
ods of record keeping for a growing business and the statements
that make up the financials.

2. Intermediate Topics
Chapters 8 through 17 show you the “meat and potatoes” of book-
keeping. You will learn how to record the sales and purchases 
cycles, account for the everyday transactions that a business un-
dertakes, as well as learn how to balance the bank account and
what to do if you can’t reconcile it.

3. Advanced Issues
Now that you are all warmed up and have a good handle on the
regular financial workings of your business, it’s time to sink your
teeth into more advanced topics. In chapters 18 through 22, you
will learn how to deal with foreign currency, tax planning, budg-
eting, and the role of the external accountant. Following these
chapters comes Chapter 23: Graduation, an integrated self-test you
can take to see if you really know your stuff!
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Throughout the book, you will find some useful samples of fi-
nancial documents, as well as a listing of terminology and defini-
tions in Appendix A. Appendix B lists some useful Web sites,
publications, and other tools for small businesses. 

Do you have to read everything in the order in which it ap-
pears? Of course not (unless you are fanatical like me and have a
deep-rooted need to follow things in the order intended). You can
review the Table of Contents and just jump right in wherever you
feel that you will get the most benefit. I do recommend, however,
that you eventually read the entire book, even if you already have
some bookkeeping experience. You may find that you gain some
new philosophical or mechanical perspectives on your business. 

Once you are finished Bookkeepers’ Boot Camp, you are ready for
the next challenge: Financial Management 101: Get a Grip on Your
Business Numbers. This book is the second in the Numbers 101 for
Small Business series. Financial Management 101 builds on your
basic bookkeeping knowledge so that you can track and interpret
your financial statements and manage your business more 
effectively.

I hope you enjoy Bookkeepers’ Boot Camp. Please also visit our
Web site at <www.numbers101.com> for more resource links and
other cool tools for businesses. There is a place to sign up for our
free e-newsletter, chock full of useful information for business
owners. There is also a link to my e-mail. Please feel free to drop
me a line and let me know what you liked and didn’t like about
this book. It will help us develop future editions so that we can
meet the needs of entrepreneurs better. 

Now, if you’re ready, grab a fresh cup of coffee, and let’s begin!

6 Bookkeepers’ boot camp: Get a grip on accounting basics
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Perhaps you’re not as excited as I am about the long and presti-
gious history of bookkeeping. Fair enough. But a brief look at the
historical need for and development of record keeping in business
will help you to understand bookkeeping’s place in your business. 

Although accounting as we know it has existed for only about
150 years, financial record keeping can be traced back more than
6,000 years. There has always been a need to be able to express
someone’s wealth to others to provide some kind of a net worth
statement. Sophisticated record keeping developed only after two
concepts came into common usage: the invention of coinage and
the development of the Arabic numbering system. 

In ancient times, most record keeping consisted of a listing of
assets:

4 pieces of gold

2 goats

12 chickens    

You can see how it would be difficult to compare the asset list
of one person to another, when there is no common basis of worth.
How many chickens does one goat get you?  Four?  Ten? 
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In the second millennium BC, the Chinese invented coinage:
pieces of metal that carried a government stamp verifying their
value. Once this standard unit of account existed, it became possi-
ble to express value by using numbers and to compare relative net
worth and transactional values. Look at the following example:

4 pieces of gold = 12 units of money

2 goats = 6 units of money

12 chickens = 9 units of money

Total net worth = 27 units of money

There still existed the problem of trade among peoples with
different coinage. Each would have to determine the relative val-
ues of their money against the money of other peoples. We still
face that issue today with foreign exchange.

The second major breakthrough in both mathematics and ac-
counting was the development of the Arabic numbering system.
This system was not widespread in Europe until the 13th century
AD. The Arabic system brought standard place values to number-
ing systems, which allowed numbers to be lined up in columns,
making addition and subtraction much easier. 

Once these two important concepts came into use, bookkeep-
ing prospered. The need grew great in the 13th century. Interna-
tional trade flourished between the Middle East and Europe. The
Italians were at the forefront of trade expeditions and also of bank-
ing. They developed systems to track lending and revenues. Dur-
ing this time, the nature of business also slowly started to change
from individual transactions to long-term partnerships, and it
therefore became necessary to track investment capital for the
partners.

Double-Entry Bookkeeping
We will talk a lot in the upcoming chapters about double-entry
bookkeeping. It is the basis for modern record keeping. The basic
tenant of double-entry is that for every transaction, at least two ac-
counting events are triggered. For example, when goods are pur-
chased for cash, there is both a decrease in cash and an increase in
the purchase account. These entries “balance” each other; in other
words, they are equal and offsetting. 

Double-entry bookkeeping has its natural origins in the 13th-
century sea voyages originating in Europe. Wealthy merchants
would partner together and commission a voyage to the East, to
exchange their wares for silk, spices, and other exotic merchandise.

8 Bookkeepers’ boot camp: Get a grip on accounting basics
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The captain of the ship would have control and responsibility over
the goods, from the time the ship left port until it returned to Eu-
rope. When the ship returned, the captain would be required by
the merchants to account for the trip: to “balance” the goods un-
sold with the sales proceeds, which were either cash or other
goods. In other words, if the ship left with a cargo valued at 10,000
lira, it would be expected to return with that value, split between
unsold goods, new goods, and money. 

Along came Friar Luca Pacioli in 1494. He wanted to capture
the accounting practices of the time and he wrote an extensive trea-
tise on the subject. This document was the first “how-to” book for
double-entry bookkeeping and it was considered the standard for
accounting practices for almost 200 years.

How does this history relate to you and your small business?
Record keeping is as important as ever. You need to report your
business transactions to shareholders, lenders, and taxation au-
thorities. Accurate accounting is even more relevant in today’s
electronic age, when money is “transferred” in a nanosecond over
modem lines. 

The next chapter deals with what you need to track and how to
set up your bookkeeping system for your small business.
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